This Minor Change Approval is issued by EASA, acting in accordance with Regulation (EC) No. 216/2008 on behalf of the European Community, its Member States and of the European third countries that participate in the activities of EASA under Article 66 of that Regulation and in accordance with Commission Regulation (EC) No. 1702/2003 to

**Scheibe-Aircraft-GmbH**

*Sudetenstr. 57/2*  
*73540 Heubach*  
*Germany*

and certifies that the change in the type design for the product listed below with the limitations and conditions specified meets the applicable Type Certification Basis and environmental protection requirements when operated within the conditions and limitations specified below:

**Original Product Type Certificate Number:** LBA-104, LBA-232, LBA-653  
**Type Certificate Holder:** Scheibe Aircraft GmbH  
Mü 13E "Bergfalke" (alle Baureihen),  
**Model:** SF 25 (alle Baureihen), SF 26, SF28A "Tandem-Falke"

**Description of Design Change:**  
Trimmruder-Antriebshebel

**Associated Technical Documentation:**  
TM 104-24, TM 232-24, TM 653-91, TM 770-30

**Limitations and Conditions:**  
None

This Approval shall remain valid unless otherwise revoked.

**For the European Aviation Safety Agency,**  
**Date of issue:** 28 April 2009

Roger HARDY  
Certification Manager
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